SAY NO TO CORRUPTION

Zarai Taraqiati Bank Ltd.
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
We are a major public sector specialized financial institution based in Islamabad with a wide
network of Branches all across the country. The management intends to induct energetic and
challenge oriented individuals for following positions on Regular basis under Bank’s Staff
Regulations (SR-2005):Post Title
Officer Grade-I
(Finance &
Accounts)

Qualification/Experience


CAF level (ICAP) with articleship completed
and
minimum graduation, ACMA, ACCA, Post graduate degree in
Business & Finance OR any relevant equivalent degree from
HEC recognized university.



Minimum 05 years diversified experience in any Public/Private
Organization preferably in any Bank/ DFI/ Chartered Firms out
of which at least 03 years exclusively in the field of Finance &
Accounts.

Key Job Responsibilities:
 Capable/experienced to work on ERP solution/Oracle financials.
 Automation of branch-wise data consolidation, in MS-Excel
format.
 Verifying, comparing and analyzing branch-wise data, in MSExcel format (e.g. Advances, Deposits etc).
 Have working knowledge of financial/non-financial analysis both
internal & external, financial modeling, working experience in
analyzing cost of capital/cost of funds, WARR & effective yield,
brief understanding of risk factors, their analysis through market
based techniques applicable in Financial sector, understanding
with IAS/IFRS particularly new adoption in Pakistan. Strength in
the development of future plan.
 Can effectively plan work and ensures deliverable, a team player,
and can communicate effectively in both verbal and written form.
 Able to come out with innovative ideas/approaches for
accomplishing goals.
 Must have excellent knowledge of financial analysis, and SBP
rules & regulations.
 Service oriented, extremely positive attitude, tolerant, courteous
and good in communication skills.
 Good command on MS Word/Excel.
Age Limit: 35 Years Maximum (as on closing date to apply)

Officer Grade-I
(Hyperion)
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CAF level (ICAP) with articleship completed and minimum
graduation, ACMA, ACCA, Post graduate degree in Business &
Finance OR any relevant equivalent degree from HEC recognized
university.



Minimum 05 years diversified experience in any Public/Private
Organization preferably in any Bank/ DFI/ Chartered Firms out
of which at least 03 years exclusively in the field of Finance &
Accounts.

Key Job Responsibilities:
 Capable/experienced to manage Hyperion planning solution
 Sufficient knowledge of Hyperion to design, amend/ change in
approval hierarchy, data forms, business rules, variables members
& smart view etc.
 Metadata update and life cycle management.
 Sound knowledge in Essbase, Easconsole (Maintenance).
 Financial Statement studio experience
 Back end and front end uploading of data.
 User excess management complete training & support.
 Advance excel/ budgeting and forecasting knowledge.
 Verifying, comparing and analyzing cost centre wise /division/
department wise data in MS- Excel format (E-g. Advances,
Deposits etc).
 Complete knowledge in GL and extraction /uploading of data for
Hyperion use for budgeting purpose.
 Able to come out with innovative ideas/approaches for
accomplishing goals.
 Must have excellent knowledge of financial analysis, and SBP
rules & regulations.
 Service oriented, extremely positive attitude, tolerant, courteous
and good in communication skills.
 Good command on MS Word/Excel.
Age Limit: 35 Years Maximum (as on closing date to apply)

Officer Grade-II
(Finance &
Accounts)
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CAF level (ICAP) completed with minimum graduation,
ACMA finalist with minimum graduation, ACCA, Post graduate
degree in Business & Finance OR any relevant equivalent degree
from HEC recognized university.



Minimum 03 years diversified experience in any Public/Private
Organization preferably in any Bank/ DFI/ Chartered Firms out
of which at least 02 years exclusively in the field of Finance &
Accounts.

Key Job Responsibilities:
 Capable/experienced to work on ERP solution/Oracle financials.
 Automation of branch-wise data consolidation, in MS-Excel
format.
 Verifying, comparing and analyzing branch-wise data, in MSExcel format (e.g. Advances, Deposits etc).
 Have working knowledge of financial/non-financial analysis both
internal & external, financial modeling, working experience in
analyzing cost of capital/cost of funds, WARR & effective yield,
brief understanding of risk factors, their analysis through market
based techniques applicable in Financial sector, understanding
with IAS/IFRS particularly new adoption in Pakistan. Strength in
the development of future plan.
 Can effectively plan work and ensures deliverable, a team player,
and can communicate effectively in both verbal and written form.
 Able to come out with innovative ideas/approaches for
accomplishing goals.
 Must have excellent knowledge of financial analysis, and SBP
rules & regulations.
 Service oriented, extremely positive attitude, tolerant, courteous
and good in communication skills.
 Good command on MS Word/Excel.
Age Limit: 32 Years Maximum (as on closing date to apply)









We offer competitive remuneration package geared towards attracting best talent in the
market.
Applicants should have minimum 2.5 CGPA out of 4 or equivalent OR minimum 60%
marks in degree on the basis of which application is being submitted.
Dual Nationality holders are not eligible to apply.
Only short-listed candidates will be called for interview.
No TA/DA will be admissible for interview.
Interested candidates may apply online through website: www.ztbl.com.pk.
Advertisement Date: 12.07.2020
Closing Date of Advertisement: 26.07.2020

Please note that any kind of external/internal influence or SAFARISH in Recruitment process
would lead to cancel the credentials of candidate and applicant would be immediately
BLACKLISTED.
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